Data mining methods play an important role in customer management, manufacturing management, and financial management. This paper focuses on the latest research progress from 2012 to the present. The analysis of the progress of existing research will help researchers to better engage in research work in the future. The literature review is classified according to the research field and the data mining methods involved. In each of the research areas, we conduct research classification based on the data mining tools used. Through literature analysis, it can be seen that the degree of attention of neural networks has increased continuously in recent years.
select effective methods based on problem characteristics and provide researchers with guidance for conducting relevant research.
Literature Review in the Field of Customer Management
Classification method [5] used a method of supervised classification to try to apply in the CRM field. [6] proposed a classification framework for Partial Focus Feature Reduction. In order to solve the problem of noise and imbalance of classification methods, a classification method combining feature selection is proposed [7] . [8] used a variety of classification algorithms to classify customers in health sector operating companies, assist in business decisions and promote sales activities, based on product groups and risk factors.
Clustering analysis [9] transformed the linguistic data sequence into a fuzzy data sequence, and finally derives the fuzzy equivalence relation. A clustering algorithm is developed by using this relationship. [10] used a two-stage cluster analysis method to improve efficiency through secondary clustering. [11] used a two-layer clustering analysis algorithm to extract the characteristics and preferences of mobile phone users. [12] analyzed the selection of the starting position and the determination of the optimal number of clusters in the CRM analysis using K-means clustering.
Regression analysis [13] considered the variable correlation of sequences and proposes a variable length regression model. [14] used a cluster analysis method based on logistic regression to improve the accuracy of customer churn prediction. [15] combined logistic regression methods and decision trees to predict the loss of users in the telecommunications industry. [16] used regression methods to analyze the impact of organizational culture factors on hotel customers.
Neural Network [17] used the BP neural network model in the e-commerce customer management system, which is better than RFCA. In order to improve the convergence speed of neural networks, the Legendre wavelet neural network model was constructed to improve the convergence speed while ensuring simplicity and accuracy [18] . [19] used artificial neural networks to manage customer impressions after data segmentation and classification. [20] proposed a recurrent neural networks (RNNs) based on the client loyalty number (CLN), recency, frequency, and monetary (RFM) variables.
Literature Review in the Field of Manufacturing Management
Classification method [21] used the decision tree or neural network to determine the inventory strategy of the manufacturing enterprise after classifying according to the inventory style. [22] used the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) to develop an inventory strategy for fresh vegetables. [23] developed a risk framework for suppliers and proposed four criteria for the classification framework. [24] combined the characteristics of maintenance and logistics to propose a multi-standard classification method.
Clustering analysis [25] used fuzzy clustering methods to evaluate oilfield companies' reservoir management units (RMUs). [26] used information entropy with improved clustering algorithm to process high-dimensional data and consistent data in discrete manufacturing quality management systems. [27] provided a management recommendation based on a hybrid latent class model for important risk factors in the milk manufacturing industry. [28] proposed a fuzzy clustering method for manufacturing lean management. Then, taking the specific enterprise as an example, the usage requirements of the method are introduced, and the effectiveness of the method is verified.
Regression analysis [29] used a combination of regression and neural network methods to analyze the improved possibilities of thin film transistor-liquid crystal displays (TFT-LCD). [30] compared the effects of ANN, SVM and multiple logistic regression (MLR) in the fault diagnosis of rolling element bearings. The multi-logistic regression effect is superior to the other two methods. In order to monitor the reliability of wind turbines, many methods such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Hilbert Yellow Transform (HHT), feature extraction, and logistic regression (LR) were used [31] .
Neural Network Job Shop Scheduling is a difficult issue in the manufacturing sector and an important part of research. [32] proposed a Hopfield Neural Network (HNN) algorithm to solve the shop scheduling problem. [33] studied the rescheduling problem of semiconductor manufacturing systems and proposed a fuzzy neural network model. [34] designed a neural network model that predicts the impact of knowledge management on manufacturing performance. [35] combines a deep confidence network with a top-level regression layer to form a deep neural network.
Literature Review in the Field of Financial Management
Classification method [36] considered the generalized beta distributions for non-negative random variables and the generalized skew-Student distribution for random variables distributed on the real line, and establishes two parameterized classification tree methods to achieve financial risk management. The companies in the China Economic Research Database are classified into two categories by classification [37] . [38] established a Bayesian network model to classify bad debts in hospitals. [39] compared the performance of Weighted Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB) and K-Nearest Neighbors classifiers for financial statement fraud, the weighted SVM method is more effective.
Clustering analysis [40] proposed the average linkage hierarchical clustering algorithm for the analysis of financial indicator networks. [41] used data envelopment analysis (DEA) and axiomatic fuzzy set (AFS) clustering to assess online banking performance. [42] used gray clustering methods to assess financial risk. [43] used clustering analysis method to achieve the scale reduction of financial variables and non-financial variables as early warning indicators.
Regression analysis [44] used regression methods to analyze the relationship between working capital management (WCM), working capital policy (WCP), and business profitability (PFT). [45] considered the nonlinear expectation, a sub-linear expectation nonlinear regression model is constructed to identify the financial risks faced. Several parameter estimations and model predictions were suggested, and the asymptotic normality of the estimation and the mini-max property of the prediction are obtained. [46] used fuzzy linear regression to improve the original earnings management model. The probability of a high-level manager's flow through logistic regression is positively correlated with the company's size and negatively correlated with ownership concentration [47] .
Neural Network [48, 49] developed a self-organizing artificial neural network model combined with statistical tools to monitor fraud in financial statements. [50] established an artificial neural network model to predict the possibility of exchange rate changes. Compared with the time series model, the artificial neural network model has a better prediction effect. [51] uses a probabilistic neural network model to predict the risk of credit defaults. Six real-world credit data sets have been applied for effectiveness and feasibility purposes.
Conclusion
Data mining methods are well applied in all areas of human resource management. Overall, data mining has a good prospect in the field of HRM. The use of data mining tools has a positive effect on supporting management and policy development. A trend in research is the combination of data mining methods and some optimization methods to improve the accuracy of classification and prediction. At the same time, the combination of different data mining tools is also a content that can be studied in more depth. In addition, in the data mining method, artificial neural network, deep neural network, belief network and other tools show a rapid development trend, which is consistent with other research in the field of artificial intelligence, and may become a hot research field in future research.
